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HAIL, HAIL AND WELCOME!
We, the members of the Celtic Supporters' Club in Brussels, are delighted to
welcome all Celtic supporters to our home city on the occasion of the crucial
Champions' League Group B clash between the Bhoys and RSC Anderlecht.

This wee booklet has been produced in order to make you - Celtic's magnificent
travelling support - feel at home by letting you know about what is on offer before,
during and after the match on Wednesday. 

While you are here, make sure to keep fully up to speed with all the latest news by
following us on Twitter (@bcsc).

We know that those who have tickets for the match will get 110% behind Brendan's
Bhoys in the stadium. If you do not have a match ticket, you can be assured of the
warmest Celtic welcome at the headquarters of the Brussels CSC, the Old Oak bar,
on Rue Franklin in the Schuman area of Brussels. 

Indeed, if you get to the Old Oak early enough, you will be in with the chance of
winning a ticket for the match in the raffle that they are generously organising. For
those who get their names in the hat for the raffle, best of luck!

The results of the first round of matches in Group B mean that a positive outcome for
Celtic here in Brussels would be a big step towards the aim of European football into
the new year.

So, whether in the stadium or with us in the Old Oak, let's all get behind Brendan's
Bhoys on Wednesday night and give them the level of support for which Celtic fans
have rightfully become world-famous!

C'MON THE HOOPS! 

Seán O'Reagain
Chairman
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DON’T FORGET YOUR T-SHIRT!
What Better Souvenir of Celtic's Champions' League
Match in Brussels Than a Brussels CSC T-Shirt.

Special Limited Edition Available Now!!!

Available Exclusively from 
the Home of the Brussels CSC:

The ‘Old Oak’ Irish Pub
26, Rue Franklin, Brussels

Metro Stop: Schuman

Made from 
High-Quality 100% Cotton

Full Range of Sizes Available

Branded and Dated to Commemorate
this Crucial Champions' League  
Encounter against Anderlecht

10€
only!

DON’T LEAVE BRUSSELS 
WITHOUT ONE!!!



Getting to the ‘OLD OAK BAR’, Home of the Celtic Supporters’ Club
The Old Oak bar is located at 26, Rue Franklin in the European quarter of Brussels.

The Old Oak is close to Schuman metro  and railway station.
The following bus routes have stops at Schuman station: 12, 21, 22,
36, 60 and 79. 

The same ticket is valid for both metro and bus. Once validated in a
ticket machine, the same ticket can be used for one hour, but must
be revalidated each time you change metro or bus service. Tickets for
the metro must be bought at the metro station before boarding the
metro. Tickets for the bus can be bought from the driver but are
cheaper if bought from a machine in a metro station. These machines
normally accept major credit cards. 

For full details regarding public transport tickets, see:
http://www.stib-mivb.be/abon_tickets.html?l=en

From Brussels City Centre: 
Line 1 or 5: Destination Stockel or Hermann Debroux

From De Brouckère or Central Station➡ Schuman (5-6 minutes)

Exit “Berlaymont” onto Rue Archimède. Rue Franklin is the second street on the right. Pub on left-hand side of street.

From Brussels Airport: 

Bus 12 (or 21 after 8 pm) from the airport directly to Schuman (approximately 30 minutes).

Walk back round the corner the way the bus has come. The Old Oak is on the left-hand side as you walk 
back up Rue Franklin.

It is also possible (but more expensive) to take the train from the airport to Schuman. 
There are some direct trains. Alternatively, take any train going into Brussels and change at Brussels

North station for a train passing by Schuman station.

From Brussels South Station (Bruxelles-Midi):

Ryanair buses Arrival from Charleroi Airport, Eurostar and other International Trains) 

Line 2 or 6: Destination Elisabeth 

Change at Art-Loi and take Line 1 or 5 Destination Stockel or Hermann Debroux ➡ Schuman (15-20 minutes)

Exit “Berlaymont” onto Rue Archimède. Rue Franklin is the second street on the right. Pub on left-hand side of street.

Getting to the Stadium: Stade Constant Vanden Stock
Line 5

Destination Saint Guidon or Veeweyde

This metro line is direct both from Schuman stop and
Brussels city centre De Brouckère or Central Station.

Normal journey time is about 30 minutes from Schuman
stop and 25 minutes from the city centre stops.

The stadium is about 10 minutes walk from Saint Guidon
or Veeweyde metro stops.

The full name and address of the stadium is:
Stade Constant Vanden Stock, 2 Avenue Theo Verbeeck,
1070 Bruxelles.

Important Advice

Please obey stewards and police instructions at all times!


